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1. Introduction. In this paper we consider differential equations of the form

wZlZ2 + Al(zl,z2)wll+A2(zi,z2)wZ2 + A3(zl,z2)w = 0, (1)

where the coefficients A( are holomorphic functions in a domain Gi x G 2 c C x C . We
restrict our attention to those equations for which it is possible to represent the solutions in
the form

w{zuz2)= £ ai,*(z1)z2)sf)(zI)+ Y, »2,k{.zuz2)g2
k\z2), (2)

k=0 k=0

where ffi(zi) and #2(z2) are arbitrary holomorphic functions in Gx and G2 respectively. The
coefficients Oj t k and a2 k depend on the given differential equation. Within the last ten years
a number of publications have been devoted to this kind of representation of solutions.

When a representation (2) has the property,
a i , n i ^ 0 a ° d ^2, n 2 ^ 0 in GiXG2, (3)

we give relations between the associated functions gl and g2 in (2) and the associated functions
of Vekua's integral operators (Lemmas 1 and 2). We should note here that the functions g t

and g2 are called " erzeugende Funktionen " in German papers; this notation has been
introduced by K. W. Bauer. In order to avoid confusion with the " generating function " in
S. Bergman's sense, we use here the term " associated function ".

From Lemmas 1 and 2 we deduce that (3) is a sufficient condition on (2) for all solutions
of the considered equation to be representable in this form. (It should be mentioned that the
set of equations (1), for which representations (2) with the property (3) exist, is not empty and
indeed contains important cases.) Finally, as an example, we consider a special differential
equation, for which a representation (2) is given by K. W. Bauer and H. Florian in [1].

2. Vekua's representation theorem. We now consider the general equation (1), where
the coefficients Ah i = 1, 2, 3, are holomorphic functions in the bicylinder Gi x G2. By Gt

and G2 we denote simply connected domains of the complex plane. We define integral
operators Ix and I2 by,

(/1/)(zi ,z2) = I 0 KOj.z^Zi .Z; , ) /^) dtu= [0'
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where R{zu z2, t1, t2) is the Riemann function of (1) as defined on p. 16 of [3]; here and in
the following z° e Gl and z2 e G2 are arbitrary, but fixed points and the paths of integration are
piecewise smooth curves in Gt and G2 respectively. The following theorem is well known,
see [3, p. 23].

THEOREM 1 (Vekua).

(a) For every solution w of equation (1), holomorphic in Gl x G2, there exist two associated
functions f^Zj) and f2{z2), holomorphic in G, and G2 respectively, and an associated constant
ceC, such that

w(z1,z2) = ^(2?,z2°,z1,z2) + / ] / 1 + / 2 / 2 . (4)

(b) Conversely, for arbitrary functions / ^ z j and f2{z2), holomorphic in G{ and G2

respectively, and arbitrary ceC, (4) represents solutions w o/( l) , holomorphic in Ct x G2.

(c) For a given solution w o/(l),/1(z1), /2(z2) and c are uniquely determined by

z X z , , z°2), j

i(z?, Z2MZ?, z2), L (5)

j
3. Relations between Vekua and Bauer operators. In order to formulate Lemma 1, we

give the following definitions, in which No denotes N u {0}.

DEFINITION 1. Ht denotes the set of all functions/(z,), holomorphic in the domain Gh

and Hfe, z?) is the set of all functions fe Hh such that/(lc)(z?) = 0 for all fc = 0, 1, 2, ..., s - 1 ,
where j e N and i = 1, 2.

DEFINITION 2. Let Tt, i = 1 or i = 2, be a differential operator of the form

£ dk

Tt= L fl.\*(zl>z2)j-fc>
k=0 °zi

where rteN0, at<k is holomorphic in Cj x G2 for all k = 0, 1,2, ..., rt and ai<ri £ 0. If Tig(

is a solution of equation (1) for all gt e Hh then Ts will be termed a Bauer operator of equation (1)
and rt the order of this operator.

Now we can establish the lemma.

LEMMA 1. Let

"' dk

Ti= I fli,tp.'= 1 or i = 2,
k = 0 ozi

be a given Bauer operator of order nt of equation (1), such that a,- ,1( # 0 in Ct x G2. Then
the following statements hold.

(a) For every given function 0( e//,(/? , + 1, z?) there exists a uniquely determined function
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fte Hh such that Tigl = /(/;. This function f{ is given by

/ •O i )=
0

Z3-i— z3-i

(6)

where at _, = 0 and at n i + , =0 .
(b) Conversely, for every given function /(£//,- there exists a uniquely determined function

<7,e//1(n, + J , z?), such that /,/f = T^g^ This function gt is the uniquely determined solution of
the ordinary differential equation (6) with the initial conditions gjk\zf) = 0 for all k = 0,
1 , 2 , . . . , / i j .

Proof. We give the proof for / = 1. For i = 2 the proof is completely analogous.

(a) Every solution w of the form w = T1g1, g1eH1(nl + l, z\), of equation (1) can be
represented (see Theorem l)by w = cR{z°l,z1,zl,z2)+1 lfl + l2f2, where c,/j and/2 are given
by (5). Since z° is a zero of order (at least) nx + \ of gx, it follows that c = 0 , / 2 =0 and that

where the coefficients a^ _x and aUni + l are defined by aj _x s O and ai_,ll + i = 0. All other
coefficients aik, k = 0, 1, 2, ..., nu are determined by the form of the given Bauer operator

A2 is given by the differential equation (1). Since g^eHiin^ +1, z ? ) c ^ , /42(z1; z^eHi and
fli,*(zi. z ° ) e ^ i ) A: = 0, 1, 2, ..., nls it is obvious that / 1 (z1)e/ / 1 .

(b) It only remains to show that there exists one and only one solution gteH1(n1 +1, z°)
of (7) for every/i e / / , . This actually follows from the theory of linear ordinary differential
equations with complex variables. Let us divide equation (7) by a,,ni(

zi> z°)- Then we find
an equation of the form

< I + 1 ) + « n i (
Z l V l " ° + ••• + « 0 ( Z l ) £ l ( Z l ) = / l ( Z l ) / « l , „,(*!, *2°). (8)

Let us assume that l/e(z?)<=C1 is an e-neighbourhood of zj, such that fli>ni(
zi> z°) ^ 0 in

t/c(z?). Then all coefficients in (8) are holomorphic in Ue(z°). So the initial value problem (8)
with g(i\z^) = 0 for k = 0, 1, 2, ...,«] certainly has a uniquely determined solution 01 ;

holomorphic in Ue(z°); see [2, p. 20]. If o, „, ^ 0 in Cj x G2, this solution can be extended
by unrestricted analytic continuation to the whole domain Gt. As Gx is simply connected,
it follows from the Monodromy Theorem that, for every / i e H x , there exists one and only
one solution gleHl{nl + 1 , z?) of equation (7).

LEMMA 2. Let

^kT-k> T2= £ a2ikj-k
u z \ k=0 OZ2k=0 u z \ k=0 OZ2

be given Bauer operators of order n{ and n2 respectively of equation (1) , such that a ] n i # 0 and
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a2>n2 T* 0 in G^ X G2. Then, for every constant ceC there exist two functions gleHi{iiuz
(i)

an'dg2eH2(n2,z°2), such that cR(z°uz°2,zuz2) = T , ^ + T2g2.

Proof. Every solution w of equation (1) of the form w = cR(z°,z2, zt,z2), ceC, can be
represented by w = T1g1 + T2g2> where g&i) and g2(z2) have the form:

9i(z1) = k1(zl-z1r-gl(zl), (9)

82(^2) = k2(z2-z^-g2(z2). (10)

Here ku k2eC are numbers which satisfy the equation

and gt, i = 1, 2, are the uniquely determined solutions of the initial value problems (6) with
g\k\zf) = 0 for k = 0, 1, 2, ..., n, and/^z,) given by

All these results can be derived immediately from Theorem l(c) (if we first only consider a
solution w of the form w = T1fc1(z1-z?)"I + T2fe2(z2-z2

>)'12) and from Lemma 1. As
g1eH1(n1,z°) and <jf2e.ff2(n2,z2), Lemma 2 follows.

REMARK 1. Let w be a solution of equation (1) of the form w = cR(z1,z2,z1,z2), ceC.
Then kteC and fc2eC in cR{z\,z2

),zx,z2) = Tlgl + T2g2, where g1eH1(n1)z°l) and
§2eH2(n2, z°) are determined by (9) and (10) respectively, are not uniquely determined, but
related by formula (11). Contrarily, g^H^ni +1 , z?) and g2eH2(n2 + l, z°2) in (9) and (10)
respectively are uniquely determined by a pair (ku k2).

From these results, we can easily deduce the following theorem. In relation to
fundamental systems in the theory of partial differential equations, see [4, 5], an equivalent
result has been given by W. Watzlawek in [5, p. 203].

THEOREM 2. Let
ni Qk n2 Qk

T i = laukx-k> T2= Ia2>k—k
k=O o z l k=0 OZ2

be given Bauer operators of order «t and n2 respectively of equation (1), such that a1>ni ^ 0
and a2ni^0 in Gt x G2. Then for every solution w of equation (1), holomorphic in Gx x G2,
there exist two associated functions g^H^n^ z°) and g2£H2(n2, z% such that w(zu z2) =

Proof. This result follows immediately from Theorem l(a), Lemma l(b) and Lemma 2.

EXAMPLE. K. W. Bauer and H. Florian gave a representation of solutions of a certain
differential equation in [1]. Theorem 2 enables us to state that all solutions of this equation
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can be represented in the given form. In [1] the following equation is considered:

co2 Si S2 w + (n - n*)coS2 w - n(n* + l)w = 0 (n, n* e No), (12)

where

co(zuz2) = ^(z1) + ^(z2)(<^eif1,i/ '6i/2) such that (o<j>'\j/' # 0 in Gt x G2,

sl =—,—J- »

1 r)

S2 =

It is shown that for all g^Hx and g2eH2,

d
(13)

represents solutions of (12), holomorphic in Gt x G2. If we arrange the right hand side of (14)
as the sum of two series

V"1 (fc) J V^ (fc)

*=o ' t=o

we see that (14) is of the form Txgx + T2g2, where 7\ and T2 are Bauer operators of order n
and n* respectively. The coefficients aln and a2 „. of Tt and T2 respectively are of the form

(-l)V! .
-rr=i ^ 0 in G, x Go,

i n

From Theorem 2 it follows that (14) represents all solutions of (12), holomorphic in Gt x G2,
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